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The relation between the harmonicity conditions and equations of motion in Einstein's theory 
of gravitation is investigated. Following Infeld, material bodies are regarded as field singu
larities characterized by Dirac o-f unctions. It is assumed that the metric tensor can be 
represented as a power series in c- 1• It is also assumed that derivatives with respect to x0 

are of order c- 1 relative to derivatives with respect to t. It is proved that, under these as
sumptions, the harmonicity conditions of zero, first, and second orders are necessary and 
sufficient for the derivation of the post-Newtonian equations of motion from the gravitational 
field equations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE problem of deducing the equations of motion 
from the gravitational field equations was solved 
many years ago. It is well known that, with sup
plementary conditions, the gravitational field 
equations yield the Newtonian and post-Newtonian 
equations of motion of material points. [1-uJ 

In the works of Fock, Petrova, and Papapetrou 
[3•7 •8• 11], a harmonic system of coordinates is used. 
According to Fock, a harmonic system of coordi
nates is that privileged system whose properties 
most closely approach the properties of inertial 
systems of coordinates. In this connection, Fock 
assumes that Newtonian and post-Newtonian 
equations of motion can be obtained only in a har
monic coordinate system. 

In the works of Infeld [9 •10• 12 • 13] it is asserted 
that the harmonic coordinate conditions are not 
necessary for the derivation of the Newtonian and 
post-Newtonian equations of motion. In particular, 
he proves [to, 12J that these two sets of equations of 
motion can be derived in a coordinate system 
which is not harmonic. Therefore, according to 
Infeld, the harmonic system of coordinates loses 
its unique role in Einstein's theory of gravitation. 

In the present work it is proved that harmonic
ity conditions of zeroth, first, and second order 
are necessary and sufficient for the derivation of 
the post-Newtonian equations of motion. In other 
words, the equations of motion have the Newtonian 
and post-Newtonian form when, and only when, the 
harmonicity conditions in zeroth, first, and second 
order approximation are satisfied. Hence, if the 

Newtonian and post-Newtonian equations of motion 
are obtained by some method, it follows that the 
method used contains the corresponding conditions 

of harmonicity in more or less hidden form. Our 
results point to the unique role of the harmonic 
system of coordinates in Einstein's theory of 
gravitation. 

2. NOTATION AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

As is well known, the gravitational field equa
tions have the form 

Rail_+ Rgail =- 8nTa'3 , (1) 

where, as usual, Raf3, R, and Taf3 indicate, re
spectively, the second rank curvature tensor, the 
curvature invariant, and the mass tensor. The 
metric tensor gf..lV ( xCY), which characterizes the 
gravitational field, and the coordinates of world
points are related by the usual form 

ds2 = g d.xP. dx• ..,.. . 
Greek indices take on the values 0, 1, 2, 3, and 
the summation convention is understood for re
peated indices. The temporal coordinate x 0 = ct 
is distinguished by the Hilbert conditions (cf. 
e.g., [14]): 

(2) 

I goo go1 gozl 
g10 gu g12 > O,g = Det J ga13 J < 0. 
gzo gu g22 

( 3) 

With the Bianchi identities, Eq. (1) gives 

VaT111l=0, (4) 

1408 
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where 'V a is the covariant derivative correspond
ing to the metric tensor gf.l 11 • 

The problem we are considering here is of the 
astronomical type. This is to say that all masses 
considered are concentrated within a finite region 
of space separated by large distances from all 
other masses. With Fock, we consider the com
ponents of the mass tensor to be zero throughout 
space except for individual regions whose size is 
small compared to the distances between them. 
We also take it that these regions represent 
material bodies. Within each body the components 
of the mass tensor depend on the metric tensor 
and equations of state. One may imagine that the 
mass tensor depends approximately on certain 
over-all characteristics such as the total mass, 
the position and velocity of the mass center, etc. 

On the other hand, one may also regard the 
bodies approximately as singularities of the field. 
Then, according to lnfeld, for spherically sym
metric bodies there corresponds a mass tensor 
in the form 

(5) 
A 

where ~~ ( t) and IDA ( t) are the coordinates and 
mass of the A-th singularity. The vertical stroke 
denotes differentiation with respect to the coordi
nate indicated by the immediately following index; 
~~lo = 1, ~Aio = c- 1 vA_ and o(xk- ~~)is the 

Dirac 6-function as modified by Infeld and 
Plebanski.[ts,tsJ Roman indices take on the values 
1, 2, 3, and the summation convention is again 
understood for repeated indices. The treatment of 
bodies as singularities of the field appears less 
obvious but we adopt this method because we want 
our assumptions to be as close as possible to 
those of lnfeld's method. 

Writing out Eq. (4), we obtain 

M /3 1 Mp.v -0 
llJ/3 - 2 gp.vJil - ' 

where we have introduced the notation 

Mf3=g M 13" a aO' • 

(6) 

(7) 

Integration of (6) over small three-dimensional 
regions containing the singularities gives 

QAa = dM~a / dx0 - %- M~v gAp.vl<X = 0, 

where for any quantity .P ( xk, t) we have 

<D A (st t) = ~ <D (xk, t) t\ (xk - £~) d3x. 

Introducing the notation 

M ll/3 Nll/3 A= mA A, N a/3 ta tf3 
A = 'oA!O 'oAIO• (9) 

and separating the spatial and temporal parts of 
Eq. ( 8), we find after several transformations 

- _ 1 Nv.•g-- + -1 [~No +N-o--- n + N-o (No )-1 
BAll=- 2 A Av.v!a C Aa!t AaJn VA Aa Ao 

+(T N'A_v gAv.vJt- N~OJf- N~oln v:!t)J = 0, (10) 

where Nit = BN/Bt. In the following we shall drop 
the label A and the bar where this does not lead 
to misunderstanding. 

We assume that the metric tensor can be 
represented in the form of a power series: 

- (0) + -1 (1) + -2 (2) + (11) g\).V - gp C g\).V C 'f!v.v , • • · 

From (7), (9), and (11) we obtain two formulas 
which we shall need further on: 

(Ng)-1 = (g~g>)-1 + c-1 (g~g>}-2 (g~~> + g~~vn) 
(12) 

+ c-2 (g~~>)-2 [(g~g>)-1 g~~>g~t> - g~~l + vn (2 (g~g>)-1 g~t>g~~ 

- g~~) + vnvm (g~g>)-1 g~~g~Dj.) + . . . . ( 13) 

We also assume that derivatives with respect 
to t and xk are of the same order of smallness 
as the quantity differentiated. It follows that de
rivatives with respect to x 0 are of order c- 1 com
pared to derivatives with respect to t. 

3. THE HARMONICITY CONDITIONS 

As already noted, x 0 = ct in Infeld's method 
x 0 = t in Fock's method. Consequently the com
ponents of the metric tensors denoted by g~ 11 in 
Fock's notation and by gf.l 11 in lnfeld's notation 
are related according to 

• 2 
goo= c goo• 

. 
goa= cgoa. 

. 
gab= gab• (14) 

In the works of Fock the harmonic system of 
coordinates is defined by: (a) the equations of 
deDonder and Lanczos [ttJ 

ra =- (- gyt/2 cv- g• ia(3)J(3 = 0, 

(b) the conditions at infinity 

• a• 
lim (gp.v - 11:.) = lim-, 
n-co r-o::J r 

where 

• 2 
"loo=C, 

'l~a = 0, "l~b = - (lab, a.* = const; 

(c) by the radiation conditions 

(15) 

(16) 
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lim [c) (rx*)/ar + c-1 a (rx*)/atJ, ( 17) g (2) _ 28(2)0 + s(1)0'S(1)0 -1- m " s(O)ns(O)m 
00 - It It It , T - Unm It 1t • 

f-+00 

where x*-all the functions gtv- TJtv 
In Infeld's notation Eqs. (15) take the form 

ro =- <- g)-v2 rc-2 cV -ggo0) 1 t + c-1 <V -ggob)l bl = o, 
( 18) 

ra =- (- gfl/2 [c-1 (v=g goa)l t + cv g gab)lbl = 0. 
(19) 

For the conditions at infinity, (16), we have 

lim (g~'-.- TJ~'-v) = lim(a/r), (20) 
r-oo r-t>OO 

with 

TJoo = 1 • TJoa = 0, 

Substitution of ( 11) into ( 18) and ( 19) gives the 
deDonder-Lanczos conditions in the form of 
power series 

ro = r(O)O + c-lr(l)O + c-2r(2)0 + • • ., 
(21) 

ra = r(o)a + c-Ir(1)a + c-2r(2)a + • • • . 
Setting the coefficients of these power series equal 
to zero we obtain the harmonicity conditions of the 
corresponding orders. 

4. THE GENERAL SOLUTIONS OF THE GRA VI
TATIONAL FIELD EQUATIONS 

The physical system which we are studying is 
characterized by the functions g1111 ( xa) and 
~ ~ ( t). For the determination of these functions 
we have Eqs. (1) and (10). These equations must 
be solved simultaneously. The procedure for ob
taining the solutions is based on the method of 
successive approximations which consists of the 
expansion of the metric tensor in the power series 
(11). 

It turns out that the structure of the field equa
tions is such that we can determine the quantities 
g~oJ, g~1J, g~2J, g~3i, and g~~) for arbitrary veloci

ties v X ( t). The solution of the field equations ( 1) 

in the corresponding approximation is given in 
Appendix A. 

For the zeroth approximation we have 

g (O) _ s(1)0'S(l)O " s(O)ns(O)rn 
ab - 1 a 1 b - Unm. 1 a 1 b • 

(22) 

For the first approximation we have 

g (l) _ 28(1)0 g(1) _ S(2)0 + S(l)OS(l)O " S(O)ns(o)m 
oo - It ' oa - I a I a 1 t - Unm 1 a 1 t , 

g (l) _ S(2)0'S(l)O + S(1)0'S(2)0 _ " IS(l)ns(o)m + S(O)nS(l)m) 
ab - 1 a I b I a I b Unm ~ I a I b 1 a I b • 

(23) 

ans for the second approximation the more com
plicated form 

g (2) _ S(a)o + S(2)0'S(1)0 + S(1)0'S(2)o + mS(l)O 
oa- Ia Ia It Ia It T Ia 

" 1s<I>ns<o>m + s<o>ns(l)m) - Unm ~ I a It I a It • 

g (2) _ S(3)0'S(l)O + S(2)0'S(2)0 + S(l)O'S(3)0 + mS(l)O'S(l)O 
ab-lalb lalb talb -rlalb 

_ {) (S<2>ns<o>m + s<I>ns<I>m + s<o>ns<2>m _ ms<o>ns<o>m) 
nm I a I a I a I b I a I b -r I a 1 b , 

(24) 

where 

(25) 

In the third approximation the forms are still 
more complicated but we do not need all the com
ponents of the metric tensor. The functions of in
terest to us take the form 

g(3) = 2 'S(s)o + S(2)0'S(l)O + mS(l)O ,.. S(l)nS(o)m) 
00 ~ It It I t T It - Unm I t It • 

g (3) _ S(4)0 + S(3)0S(l)O + S(2)0'S(2)0 + S(l)O'S(s)o + mS(2)0 
0<1- Ia Ia It Ja It 1a It "t Ia 

+ mS(l)O'S(l)O + m" s<o>ns(o)m + A s<o>n 
T I a It -rUIIm I a It n I a -

- bnm (Sf~nsf~m + sfl~nsfVm + sjo~nsffm), (26) 

where 
~ mA n 

An= 4~ k k VA. 
A I!;A-x I 

We must still determine g~~). Complicated 
calculations yield 

g (4) _ 28(4)0 + 28(s)o'S(I)o + s<2)0'S(2)o + 2mS(2)0 
00- It it It It It T It 

+ mS(l)O'S(l)O + m" S(o)nS(o)m 
T It It -rUnm 1 t 1 t 

+ 2Ans!or + 'll- bnm (28!2rsl~m + s!VnsfVm), 

where 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Thus we have the most general solutions of the 
field equations. In Eqs. (22)-(28) the functions 

(i)a 
S{3 must be such that the components of the 
metric tensor satisfy the conditions at infinity. 
They are otherwise arbitrary. 

5. PROOF OF THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE 
HARMONICITY CONDITIONS 

From assumption (11) it follows that the quan
tities (10) can be expressed in the power series 
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( 30) 

If we assume that vA. ~ 0, then the equations of 
motion are obtained from the equations 

where the arrow indicates that the Ea are not 
quantities of a definite order, but range up to a 
definite order. [i 3] 

( 31) 

The coefficients in Eqs. (30) are obtained from 
very involved calculations which give 

0 (0) _ 1 g(O) 
<>a --2 oola• 

(1) (0) 1 (1) n ( (0) (0) ) 
Ba = goal t- 2 goof a + V gOafn - gonia • 

(2) (1) 1 (0) (1) 1 (2) 
Ba = goat t - 2 goa goof t- 2 goota 

n { (1) (1) + (0) (0) (1) ) + V goat n - gonta gantt - goagootn 

+ n m (g(O) g(O)g(O) _ .!_g(O) ) + wn (g(O) _ g(O)g(O)) 
V V an]m - oa onlm 2 nm1a an oa on • 

(32) 

where wn = vft· The remaining quantities are 
more complicated. We shall express them in the 
forms 

+ vnvmv'B~3Jmr + wnc~J +wnvmc~Jm. 
e~4) = B~4l + vnB~~ + vnvmB~~m + vnvmv'B~~mr 

(33) 
where the coefficients B and C are known func-

. (i) (i) 
tlons of ga{3 and gopiy· For our purposes the 
point of importance 1s what combinations of the 
quantities vn and wn appear in these formulas. 

We assume that the harmonicity conditions are 
satisfied to the second order inclusive, so that we 
have 

r (O) - 0 f(l) = 0 ffjlJ = 0 a.-, ct ' a. • (34) 

With Eq. (19), the first of Eqs. (34) gives us the 
zeroth approximation to the harmonicity conditions 

rv- g(O) g~o)o;{l)t{l = 0. 

After some rearrangements we get 

g~Jb (}g<o)abg<o>oo _ g<o>oag(o)ob) + g~r:{fb (g(o)abg(o)on 

_ g~o)ang(O)ob _ g(O)bng~o)oa) 

+ g~ohtJb {} g<o)ab g<o>nm _ g<o)ang<~)bm) = O. 

(35) 

(36) 

The covariant components of the metric tensor 
in zeroth approximation are given by (22); for the 
contravariant components we have 

g (O)OO _ 1 ,.,abs(1)0c>(1)0 
- -1 la"'fb • 

(o)ab ,..ab g =-I ' 

where 

"" _ s<o)kS(O)k 1ab- fa fb, 

Substitution of (22) and (37) into (36) gives 

,.,nms<o>k _ 0 1 fnm- • 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Referring to the Hilbert conditions (3), it fol
lows that the form 

( 40) 

is positive definite. Hence, Eqs. ( 39) are elliptic 
and their solutions, satisfying the conditions at 
infinity, are 

S <o>k _ ck fa - a, 

where the constants c~ are such that 

S<o>ks<o>k _ "" I a fb - Vab· 

Therefore, if the harmonicity conditions are 
satisfied in zeroth approximation the metric 
tensor has the form 

gOO = 1 + 0 (c-1), goa = Sf1J0 + 0 (c-1), 

gab = - /)ab + sjiJ0Sl16° + 0 (c-1). 

( 41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Let us examine the first approximation in more 
detail. Substitution of (22) and (23) into (18) gives, 
with required accuracy, 

S(1)0 _ 0 
fnn - • (44) 

We have taken note here also of (41). Noting the 
conditions at infinity: 

lim g~~= lim sjiJ0 = 0, lim g~> = lim 2SP{0 = 0, (45) 
r-oo r-oo r--+00 r-oo 

which follow from (20), the solution of ( 44) has the 
form 

S (1)0 -0 
fa - ' S(1)0 _ 0 

II-· 

Proceeding similarly for (19) we obtain 

S(1)k- 0 
fa - ' 

Equations (46) and (47) are consequences of the 

harmonicity conditions of first order. 

(46) 

(47) 

Simple calculations for the second order yield 

S<2>o - o s<2>o - o s<2>k - o s<2>k - o (48) fa- , It - • fa - , II - · 

Finally, we find the metric tensor satisfying the 
harmonicity conditions to the second order in
clusive: 

goo = 1 + c-2q> + 2c-as,<~>o + c-4 ('ljl + 2Sf~0) + 0 (c-6), 

g0a = c-2S!3J0 + c-3 (Aa + Sf4J0) + 0 (c-4), 

gab = - ~ab + c-2c'lab!J' + 0 (c-3). 
(49) 
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Substitution of (12) and (13) into (10) gives, to 
the second approximation, 

wns(o)ks(o)k 1 
I a In - 2<Jl1a 

,_ n ms<o>.'<s(o)k + 2vns<o>ks(o)k + s<o>ks(o)k 
- V V 1 a I nm 1 a I nt I a I It (50) 

without using the harmonicity conditions. Now, if 
we assume the harmonicity conditions of zeroth 
order (41) to be satisfied, then (50) takes the form 

a 1 - 0 W -2<Jlla- • (51) 

These are the Newtonian equations of motion. 
We emphasize that the above considerations 

show that the Newtonian equations of motion follow 
from the harmonicity conditions of zeroth order; 
it is not necessary to invoke the stricter condi-
tions 

g~g> = l, g~~ = 0, g~~ =- 6ab· (52) 

If we now assume the harmonicity conditions to 
the second order inclusive, that is, (41), (46), (47), 
and (48), to be satisfied, or that the metric tensor 
is of the form ( 49), then the equations up to the 
fourth order give 
wa 1 -2 [ a I n n - 2<Jl1a = C W <p- 2 V V <Jlla 

n 3 1 + V (Aaln- Anla + ::6na<Jlll + 2Va<Jlln) + Aalt- 2'i'1aJ. 

(53) 
In Appendix B it is shown that these are the 

post-Newtonian equations of motion. 

6. PROOF OF THE NECESSITY OF THE 
HARMONICITY CONDITIONS 

We shall now prove the converse assertion: to 
obtain the post-Newtonian equations of motion 
from (10) it is necessary to satisfy the harmonicity 
conditions to the second order inclusive, that is, 
Eqs. (41), (46), (47), and (48). 

In order to simplify the proof we shall use 
successively results already obtained. Equation 
(31) in zeroth order gives 

8 (o) __ _!_N(O)OOg(O) _ 1 g(O) _ O 
a - 2 oo1a - - 2 ool a - · 

These equations are satisfied identically. For the 
first order we find 

8~1 > = (S[1d~lt- { (2S(lf~la + Vn (S~~~~- Sj~l~) = 0. 

These are likewise identically satisfied. 
Substitution of ( 32) into ( 31) gives, for the 

second approximation, 

(55) 

wns<o>ks(o)k- .!.m - vnvms<o>ks(o)k + 2 ns<o>ks(o)k + s<o>ks(o)k 
I a In 2 'I' Ia - I a lnm V I a lnf J a Itt 

(56) 

By hypothesis these should be the Newtonian equa
tions of motion. Comparison of (56) with (51) 
leads to 

S (O)ks(o)k _ ~ s(O)k _ 0 s(o)k _ 0 
I a In - Uan, lnm - , Itt - • 

To simplify further calculations, let us note 
that in the post-Newtonian equations of motion 
(53) there are no terms involving the products 

(57) 

Consequently, the coefficients multiplying the in
dicated products must be equal to zero. 

For the equation 

these terms have the form 

n m r~ S(l)O 
V V V Uar lnm, 

(59) 

(60) 

Setting the coefficients of wnvm and vnvmvr 
equal to zero and taking account of the conditions 
at infinity, we obtain 

S (l)O _ O s(l)O _ 0 In - • 11 - • (61) 

Taking account of (57) and (61), we get from (59) 

wa _ }<Fia = c-1 [wn (SjiJn + S(IJa) 

+ vnvmsr~~ + 2vnS(1JI + S\WJ. 
Comparison of these equations with the post
Newtonian equations of motion (53), gives 

(62) 

Sj1Ja = 0, srva = 0. (63) 

In the equation £~(4 ) = 0 the terms involving 
the products (58) have the form 

n m r~ s<2)0 n m~ (2)0 
V V V Uar lnm, W V UamSin • (64) 

We have taken (61) into account. However, as we 
have noted, terms like (64) must vanish. Noting 
the conditions at infinity, we find 

S <2>o _ 0 s<2>o _ 0 In - , It - • 

In consequence of (57), (61), (63), and (65), the 

equations £~(4) = 0 can be written in the form 

+ vn (f6an<Jllt + AaJn -Anla) + Aalt- i'l'1 al 

( 65) 

+ c-2 [wn (S!2Ja + S[~n) + vnvmsf~~ + 2vnsf~~a + sf%al. 

( 66) 

Comparison of (66) with the post-Newtonian equa
tions (53) gives 

S (2)a - 0 s(2)a - 0 
In - • II - · 

Equations (57), (61), (63), and (67) constitute 
the harmonicity conditions to second order in-

(67) 
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elusive. Hence, these conditions are necessary 
for the derivation of the post-Newtonian equations 
of motion. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

As we have shown, the derivation of the post
Newtonian equations of motion requires the har
monicity conditions to the second order inclusive. 
It follows from our calculations that if we assume 
the existence of equations of motion of higher 
orders then we must also assume the existence of 
higher order harmonicity conditions. 

In the work of Infeld [1o] it is stated that the 
post-Newtonian equations of motion can also be 
obtained without satisfying the harmonicity condi
tions. Thus, Infeld obtains these equations in 
another non-harmonic coordinate system termed 
''isotropic.'' In this connection we make the 
following observations: 

The harmonicity conditions as expressed in the 
second of Infeld's [1oJ Eqs. (9.2) are, indeed, not 
satisfied by the solutions ( 49). But these condi
tions of harmonicity are of the third order and, 
as indicated by our proof, are not required. The 
first of Infeld's Eqs. (9.2) is also not satisfied by 
the solutions ( 49). But these equations again do 
not coincide with the harmonicity conditions of 
second order which, according to (19), take the 
form 

(g(2) ab + y _ g<2lg(o) ab)lb = 0. (68) 

In )articular, from these conditions it follows that 
a~ = 0 (in Infeld's notation [1o] ). Accordingly, the 
"isotropic" system is harmonic in the appropriate 
approximation. 

In our work we did not concern ourselves with 
the problem of accuracy of transformations as we 
did for the determination of the harmonic system 
of coordinates. This problem is investigated in 
Fock's work [HJ where it is also proved that the 
coordinate conditions used by Einstein and Infeld 
[1•4J coincide with the harmonic conditions. 

APPENDIX A 

We need to find the most general functions 
g (o) g(1) g(2) gC 3l gC4 l satisfying the field 

a(3' a(3' a(3' o{3 ' oo ' 
equations ( 1) and the conditions at infinity (20). 
The field equations are covariant. Hence, if 
ga(3 ( xn) are solutions of the field equations then 
the functions 

( 69) 

also satisfy the field equations. 

On the other hand, as is well known L1 1J, by ap
propriate transformation of coordinates it is al
ways possible to satisfy the conditions 

(70) 

Hence, if we obtain the most general solution of 
the field equations ( 1) subject to the conditions 
(70) then with (69) we also obtain the most general 
solution without these conditions. 

In the work of Jankiewicz[1s] it is shown that, 
in zeroth approximation, the solution satisfying 
the field equations ( 1), the equations (70), and the 
conditions at infinity (20), has the form 

g~~) = 1, g~~ = 0, g~~ = - Oab· (71) 

For the first approximation Eqs. (1) and (70) give 
(1) 

gl'-•laa = 0 

from which, with the conditions at infinity, we 
find 

g~J = 0. 

(72) 

( 73) 

For the second approximation Eqs. (1) and (70) 
give 

(2) 8 'V " ( k t k) (2) goolaa = :rt LJ mAu X - \:>A , gonlaa = 0, 
A 

g~2r!.1aa = 8:rtl\nm ~mAl\ (Xk- S~). (74) 
A 

The sought for solutions take the form 

g (2) = = _ 2 'V m A (2) _ O (2) _ ,. 
00 <p LJ ~~k kl • gon- , gnm- Un,n<i'• 

A "A-x 
(75) 

For the third approximation we shall use only 
the equations necessary for the determination of 
the functions g~~l and g~;{. The equations have the 
form 

g~~laa = 0, g~~laa = - 16:rt ~mAl\ (xk- s~) VA. (76) 
A 

The corresponding solutions are 

g~~) = 0, g~~ =An= 4 ~ kmA k VA. (77) 
A ii';A-x I 

We must still find g~~) which is determined by 
the corresponding 

( (4) 1 2) -
goo - 2<1' 1aa - <i'1oo + <i'<i'laa 

+ 12:rt ~mAl\ (xk- s~) VAVA - 4:rt<p ~mAl\ (xk- s~). 
A A (78) 

The solution is given by the rather complex ex
pression: 
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m2 

g (4) - •h -- 2 "'V A 
oo - '!'- f 11;~- xk I• 

- ~mA I~~- Xk linm V~VA- ~mA I~~- Xk linWA 
A A 

Finally, we have the most general solution 
satisfying (1), (70), and the conditions at infinity, 

goo = 1 + c-2cp + c-41jl + 0 (c-5), 

g0n = c-3An + 0 (c-4), 

gnm = - ()nm + c-26nm(jl + 0 (c-3). ( 80) 

As we have already noted, the general solution 
of just Eq. (1) follows from Eq. (80) using Eq. (69). 
Introducing the change of notation x - x', x' ---. S, 
g~fj ~ gafj we obtain the solutions (22), (23), (24), 
(26), and (28). 

To conclude, we note that if 

then 

~n ='Pin· ( 82) 

APPENDIX B 

We shall now show that the equations (53) coin
cide with the post-Newtonian equations of motion, 
as derived by Einstein and Infeld and also Petrova 
and Papapatrou. For simplicity we examine the 
case of two particles. If we introduce the notation 
~~ = ~n. ~¥ = TJn, and I ~n- TJn I = r, then equa
tions (53) take on the form 

~a- ~(cptah = C-2 {~a (cp)l -l ~n~n (cp,a)j 

+ tn f(Aatn)l- (Antah +fl'Jna((jllth +2~a (cplnhl 

(83) 

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect 
to time. 

Eqs. (25) and (27) give 

(cph =-2m2 ,-I, (Aah =4m2 ,-I ~a (84) 

Instead of 1/J we shall use 1/J*. For two particles 
this function has the form ( cf. Appendix A) 

Subsitution of (84) and (85) into (83) gives 

1 · n · m} + 2 fianmTI TJ • 

These are the well known post-Newtonian equa
tions of motion. 

( 86) 

The author would express his deep gratitude to 
Academician V. A. Fock, for his thoughtful con
sideration of the results obtained, and also to Dr. 
Cz. Jankiewicz for his interest in this work. 
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